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About the Company
High Values advisory was established in 2013. It specialized in sustainability management and
assisted international corporations, SMEs and institutions in integrating sustainability into strategy,
internal policies and external dialog. Along with fast-changing global economy and responding to
our Clients needs, High Values has evolved into an ESG, impact and sustainability consultancy.
Today we help business, ﬁnance, and policy professionals better evaluate assets and report on
sustainability performance. Our sustainable ﬁnance services enhance ESG and impact investing,
risk management, corporate strategy and impact ventures. We also assist academic and
research institutions in developing courses in sustainable ﬁnance and ESG/SDGs data analysis.
The High Values team has extensive international experience. Thanks to our multi-disciplinary
expertise in ﬁnance, sustainability management, ESG integration, data analysis, corporate
engagement, impact strategy and high-level EU policy, we serve best to our Clients. Our
Clients, in turn, take full advantage of ESG insights and sustainability disclosure.

High Values provides 3 sustainable ﬁnance services:
1. ESG Insights & Integration
2. Impact Assessment & Strategy
3. Sustainability Engagement & Reporting
ESG

IMPACT

SUSTAINABILITY
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1. ESG Insights & Integration

ESG data insight is the baseline for sustainable investing. It reﬂects the company ESG/
sustainability performance and related risks. Integrating ESG into investment decisions
helps to identify risks and seize opportunities at an early stage.
High Values provides ESG insights and briefs, identiﬁes and monitors ﬁnancially material
ESG risks, and assists the process of ESG integration into investment decisions. We also
support asset managers in selecting of ESG indices and ratings as well as their
interpretation. We assist you in:

• Company ESG risk & performance reports
• ESG peer benchmarking briefs
• ESG sectoral, country, regional briefs
• ESG indices/ratings selection and interpretation
• ESG integration into investment strategies

For whom

Advantages

Asset Managers

• ESG-related risks reduced

Investors

• ESG opportunities identiﬁed

Insurance Providers
Sustainability Leaders

• Risk-adjusted returns improved
• Internal ESG management supported

Policy Makers

• EU policies mainstreamed
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2. Impact Assessment & Strategy

Impact assessment is key for managing impact investment portfolios, and evaluating
companies’ performance and programs. Investors show growing interest in opportunities
bringing value and contributing to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
High Values offers an assessment of socio-environmental impacts at the early phase of
an investment. We also assist start-ups and new ventures in integrating positive socioenvironmental impacts and SDGs into their core. As a result, new ventures ecome more
attractive to prospective responsi le investors. We assist you in

• Company impact assessment
• Impact portfolio assessment
• Policy and programs impact assessment
• Integrating impact /SDGs in venture’s early stage

For whom

Advantages

Asset Managers

• Impact investment opportunities identified

Investors

• Risk-adjusted returns improved

Venture Capital

• Impact venture identity enhanced

Start-ups

• Impact programs enhanced

Foundations

• EU policies mainstreamed

Policy Makers
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3. Sustainability Engagement & Reporting

Engagement is an effective strategy to improve the company sustainability performance
and increase the relative value of assets. Investors and asset managers, along with
management boards, are increasingly involved in this process.
High Values emphasises direct dialog with a company. In the event of poor sustainability/
ESG performance, we initiate a dialog and engage investees on behalf of investors. We also
assist companies in preparing of integrated reporting, ESG metrics selection and
interpretation, contributing to a better overall performance. We assist you in:

• Corporate engagement
• Sustainability/ESG policies design
• Integrated reporting (incl. sustainability)
• ESG reporting
• PRI reporting

For whom

Advantages

Asset Managers

• Sustainability/ESG performance improved

Investors

• Corporate sustainability identity enhanced

Sustainability Leaders

• Corporate transparency enhanced
• Corporate reputation enhanced

Policy Makers
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Business Trainings & Seminars

High Values offers in-house and scheduled business trainings, and executive seminars in
two locations: Zürich and Warsaw. We also assist academic and research institutions
in designing courses on sustaina le finance, ESG and SDGs data analysis.

Topics

For whom

_______
_______

Asset Managers

• Sustainable Finance I & II

Investors

Insurance Providers

• ESG Insights & Integration

Sustainability Leaders

ro
• Enviornmental
Risks & Compliance

Compliance Officers

• SDGs Integration into Core Business

Policy Makers

We will

e delighted to assist you contact high-values.com
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